IEEE Circuits and System Society (CASS)
Industrial Distinguished Lecturer Program (iDLP)
Overview of iDLP program
Dear colleague,
we are pleased to share with you that the IEEE Circuits and System Society (CASS) is now
promoting a new initiative, in which your contribution as distinguished member of industry would
be very valuable and have a true impact on many IEEE members.
This initiative is called "Industrial Distinguished Lecturer Program" (iDLP), and aims to educate
IEEE members about advanced topics that are of primary importance to the industry, and to the
CASS community. In this initiative, leading speakers from industry deliver lectures on such topics
around the world through iDLP events organized by IEEE, in the context of IEEE Chapters and
conferences.
The iDLP series promotes the diffusion of cutting-edge knowledge with emphasis on industrial
challenges and perspective, for the benefit of IEEE CASS members. At the same time, the
speakers and their employing companies are given the opportunity to make a strong international
impact, as already proved for decades in the equally prestigious DLP program.
Ultimately, the iDLP program aims to strengthen the ties between IEEE members and industry
leaders, and foster the virtuous circle that has determined the success of CASS over the decades.
We are glad to involve you in this initiative, asking you to serve as a champion of iDLP and
propose well-suited topics and speakers within your company. We look forward to receiving your
feedback on the participation of you and your company to the iDLP program. And we will be
happy to provide more information on how the iDLP program operates, to move forward along
this path. Details are available at the official iDLP CASS webpage (http://ieee-cas.org/industrialdistinguished-lecturer-program-idlp).
To become an iDLP speaker, please find below the detailed procedure to propose an iDLP
lecture. Look forward to making together a better IEEE CASS through the iDLP program, and
promote excellence and knowledge in our Society.
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Detailed procedure for iDLP event organization
The procedure to propose and organize an iDLP event is as follows:
1. The prospective industrial speaker agrees with his/her employer about the participation to
the iDLP program and the related sponsorship (lecture topic, financial coverage of
traveling and accommodation expenses – see item 7 for details).
Alternatively, a company can propose a pool of speakers, which will be then mapped to
different events. In this case, a separate form should be sent for each speaker.
2. The prospective industrial speaker or company identifies the geographical area where the
iDLP event should take place, and the tentative period. The iDLP Chairs will map the
approved iDLP lecture to an IEEE CASS Chapter in the geographical area of choice.
Optionally, a more geographically focused indication can be given by the speaker or
company based on the detailed list of IEEE CASS Chapter(s) at http://ieeecas.org/community/ram-division.
3. The prospective iDLP speaker or company forwards the iDLP proposal form (see
attached iDLP_proposal.docx) duly filled to the iDLP committee Chair Massimo Alioto
(malioto@ieee.org), the DLP committee Chair Krishnendu Chakrabarty in cc
(krish@duke.edu), and to Brittian Parkinson (manager@ieee-cas.org) for approval.
4. For the approved iDLP events, the iDLP committee Chairs (with the help of the Brittian
Parkinson manager@ieee-cas.org) contact the relevant IEEE CASS Chapters to match
the Chapter interest with the offered iDLP lecture, and assign the iDLP event to the best
matching Chapter.
5. Once the iDLP event is assigned to a Chapter, the iDLP Chairs (with the help of the
Brittian Parkinson manager@ieee-cas.org) put in touch the iDLP speaker and the
Chapter Chair, so that they can independently work on the details on logistics and local
organization.
6. Once the logistics is defined, the Chapter requests the iDLP kit, the 500-US$ financial
contribution for iDLP local expenses (e.g., food, gift, local transportation), and the iDLP
plaque that will be given to the speaker as a token of appreciation. Such requests need to
be sent to Brittian Parkinson (manager@ieee-cas.org) and the above iDLP committee
Chairs in Cc for approval.
7. At the iDLP event, the local expenses (food, local transportation) are born by the Chapter,
whereas any other traveling/accommodation expense is born by the employer of the
speaker. The speaker is allowed to distribute promotional gadgets to the audience, give
an overview of their company (within 5 minutes), and collect email addresses of agreeing
participants.
8. At the end of the iDLP event, the local host honors the speaker with the plaque provided
by IEEE CASS, and makes sure that pictures of the event have been taken.
9. The host and the Chapter Chair collaborate to write an article with related picture(s) of
the event, and send the article to Brittian Parkinson (manager@ieee-cas.org), the iDLP
Chair (malioto@ieee.org) and DLP Chair (krish@duke.edu). At the receipt of the article
(text and pictures), the above IEEE CASS contribution is transferred to the Chapter.
10. The article will be widely disseminated by IEEE CASS, possibly through the CASS
Magazine.
11. The IEEE CASS President and the iDLP committee Chairs send an official thank you
letter to the Chapter Chair, the local host, the speaker and his/her sponsoring company
through its approving manager.

